
The Flight Deck has incubated multiple software

projects over the last few years and continues to do

so under the RAWC. One of those projects is what

has become a mature and robust platform that

you knew as Dispatch. Dispatch became large and

important enough that in June 2020 DivWerx was

spun up under ATESS to not only significantly build

out new features and capabilities within Dispatch,

but also to prove that modern software practices

and principles could be employed by a small, high-

performing team to deliver killer solutions within

the RCAF.

The Flight Deck continued to flex their muscles

and produced the heavily used COVID CTRL

application. DivWerx, through indispensable

collaboration with air crew and other forward

thinking members, exceeded their goals through

the Hangar platform (which includes Dispatch).

Recently, it was announced that DivWerx was

‘coming home’ to the RAWC! Under the direction

of Amanda Whalen, the two five-member teams

have formed a super-group of Full-Stack

Developers, UX/UI Designer, Product Owner,

DevOps Engineer, and Business Developer under

the popular Flight Deck banner. Expect all of the

same exceptional output, but now with the power

of two rock-star teams working in collaboration.

A powerful

collaboration
By: Tim Bartram
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Happy

International

Women's Day!
By: Matthew Olsen

On March 8th, the RCAF (and

the world) celebrated

International Women's Day, The

day is meant to recognize the

importance of women across

the world, to celebrate

amazing accomplishments by

women, and to renew the

global discussion surrounding

gender equality and equity.

This year, the Government of

Canada's theme for IWD was

#FeministRecovery, which is

aimed at raising awareness of

the impacts of the COVID-19

Pandemic on Women, and to

work towards an intersectional

feminist recovery. As such, on

behalf of the Flight Deck, I

would like to thank all the

amazing women who

contribute so much to the

RCAF and its mission,

community, and culture. Also,

check out this amazing IWD

performance of "This Girl is on

Fire" by the RCAF Band. 
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https://m.facebook.com/watch/?v=185494773049947&_rdr


Hello everyone! My name is Shahil Patel, and I am working as a

Full-Stack Developer at The Flight Deck this term. I am a

Computer Engineering student entering my 4th year of school.

Working with The Flight Deck has been an amazing experience

so far because of all the new learning opportunities and the

incredible team. I have learned so much from the past 2

months compared to the start of this co-op term and I look

forward to what the remaining 2 months will teach me (btw,

TIME LITERALLY FLIES at The Flight Deck). Apart from work, I

love watching documentaries on space and how we could use

technology to go beyond our limits in space exploration. It

always intrigues me when I think about the scope of our

universe and what could be out there. Did you know that we

have only discovered about 5% of our universe? Anyways, I hope

that leaves you inspired and thinking about our universe! Until

next time!

flight Deck Feature: Shahil Patel 

Caesar's Friday Favourites!

"Highly recommend this show if

 you're in to post-apocalyptic and

action filled thrillers!"

Aircraft anagrams by: Jack Hall

Solutions clockwise from top left: Fuselage,

Layover, Flying, Helicopter, Pilots, Altimeter



Want to be featured

in our newsletter,

recommend 'friday

favourites' or just

want to chat?

Contact us at
hello@theflightdeck.ca

Have a Happy St. Patrick's Day!


